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KENYA‘S ONLINE 

Social Media Is The Most Popular Online Activity for Kenyans who go Online.

91% Of Those That Go Online Use It Via Mobile Phone And 73% Use It Every Day. 

The Most Popular Social Media Platform Is Facebook With 58% Daily Usage. 

Instagram Is Growing In Popularity And Has 13% Daily Users. 

83% Use Search Engines And 54% Use It Daily. Google And Opera-mini Both Have 44% Daily Users. 

Watching Videos Online Is Very Popular With 75% Engaging In This Activity And 43% Doing So 

Daily. 

YouTube Has 28% Daily Viewers.
 Google Market Insights, May 2018



AFRICA’S ONLINE...
Market Differences: Top Internet Activities

Although the overall usage of different internet activities is not that different between markets, the daily 
usage in South Africa is consistently the lowest.

 Google Market Insights, May 2018



How It Has Been..



The Existing Gospel...

ALWAYS ON - People expect you to address the needs of 
customers at all times and address them as fast as you can.

A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD - Digital marketing channels have 
provided as much coverage to smaller companies as they do to 
established brands.

PAY TO PLAY - Everyone can now join the advertising dogfight! 
Huge budgets still have an advantage, but it’s no longer the 
decisive advantage of before. 

IT’S KILLING TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING - Online marketing 
channels are better targeted and you only pay for reaching people 
who may actually have an interest in what you have to say.

ADS CAN’T BE JUST ADS - A conventional messaging is no 
longer viable due to ‘ad blindness’. You have to get creative.



While The Platforms Were...



"So...what now?"



Global Trends...

INCREASING INVESTMENT 
IN INFLUENCERS

BRAND PARTICIPATION 
IN MESSAGING 

PLATFORMS

EMBRACING STRONGER 
GOVERNANCE POLICIES

RISE OF IoT & 
AUGMENTED REALITY

EXPANSION OF VIDEOS & 
LIVE ‘SOCIAL-STORIES’

FOCUS ON GEN Z and 
MILLENIALS



Global Trends..

More brands are using social 
media–based influencer 
marketing strategies to connect 
with new audiences and improve 
engagement with existing 
audiences.

Invest more time and money in connecting 
with consumers on messaging platforms. 
Artificial intelligence, voice assistants and 
chatbots will enable brands to offer 
personalized shopping experiences on 
messaging platforms like Messenger & 
WhatsApp.

After a series of controversial decisions 
during the 2016 US Presidential Election, 
social media platforms have embraced a 
more hands-on approach to governing 
conduct on their platforms to protect the 
brands from future criticism. Betting 
regulations as well. GDPR etc etc

Brands could soon project their 
products into the homes of social 
media users through special 
filters and technologies. We have 
already started seeing Alexa 
doing her thing!

Nearly half of all Instagram users 
will be using Stories by the end of 
2018. More brands will begin to 
realize the power of live streaming, 
and will incorporate it into their 
monthly content plans. YouTubeGo 
and the likes..

Today, the oldest Gen Zers are 22 
years old and love Snapchat & 
Instagram. They are just beginning 
to enter the labor force, and will 
have increased buying power for 
some time.



Focusing on Africa Today...

STORIES & Co-CREATION INFLUENCER MARKETING

Co-creation, Appears more 
genuine, social endorsements 
and recommendations

DATA-DRIVEN
Internal/External Data, Real-Time Monitoring, Mobility.

Originality, Co-creation, Use of 
videos with subtitles, 
Visually-inclusive, Short.



1. STORIES & Co-CREATION



Expansion & Adoption of Live Videos



They Keep Streaming In...



Some Business Stats on Online Videos



The Influence On Consumption of News

Platform-driven news consumption is a behavior that's likely to persist as news consumers 
age younger consumers are more attuned to the ways in which information is distributed on 
chaotic, decentralized platforms. 

Fake news on social media remains a top concern for users, but the convenience appears to 
outweigh those problems.

Facebook is far and away the most-used site for finding news, but a greater proportion of 
Reddit and Twitter's respective user bases get news on those platforms. 

Millennials spend far less time consuming news overall than older adults, and the time they 
do spend is concentrated on digital consumption.



The Influence On Dissemination of News

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8eyAG6Pyas


Even when it’s ‘forbidden’ or restricted...



Corporates are also shifting...



Brands + Stories + Videos
Build a Brand, Not Just A Company: 
The clients now expect you to be more human and more approachable. Having social media 
accounts and random posting is not enough.

Compelling brand stories & Interactive Content are now in demand: 
It is not enough to create quality content, but also to give it a boost to reach the maximum 
audience. Reach amplifiers, i.e., blogs and websites should be reposting, publishing or 
promoting brand content.

Videos are taking over Content Marketing Strategies: 
In 2017; 4.1 million videos were viewed on Youtube, 1.8 million Snaps were created and 
15,000 GIFs are sent via Messenger. With Facebook’s strategy to move completely to video 
content in the next couple of years and the other social media channels like Twitter and 
LinkedIn following, Videos will be one of the most consumed forms of content in 2018. 

Report: Brandwatch 2017



“Consumer influence and co-creation are not 
new...

As long as marketers have asked consumers to 
make a brand their “own” – which was long 

before social media – it has always been a part 
of consumer psychology to join the 

conversation.”

- Dave Walker, 
Senior VP, Ipsos ASI.



If it’s good enough...



They won’t need your permission to co-create...



Real Time Monitoring Content & Campaign



2. INFLUENCER MARKETING
Influencers vs Celebrities?

There was a time when only 
celebrities could drive sales for a 
product or a service. 

Now is the era of YouTubers, 
Bloggers. Influencer Marketing has 
seen a major boom in 2017 to today. 

The main reason Influencers are 
working the sales magic, is because 
their recommendations or thoughts 
are seen to be more genuine as 
compared to any celebrity 
endorsements. 



Some Stats on Celebrities/Influencers...
According to study on the impact digital media and social influencers have had on brand 

endorsements and celebrity marketing - the following holds true: 

Digital influencers are the most popular choice for brand endorsement

Data is becoming more critical

Celebrity/Influencer having a relevant audience or following is of utmost importance to Brands: 

Budgets set to increase for 42% in the next 12 months

Talent-led marketing is delivering strong ROI

Campaign-specific contracts are on the rise as a preferred way to work for Brands to work with 

Influencers

Niche and emerging talent will rise in popularity and it can be a great way for a brand to build a 

meaningful, ongoing relationship with an individual as they rise. Age of Social Media Influence Report, 2017 



Role of Influencers in Marketing Strategies

Age of Social Media Influence Report, 2017 



Njugush...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_qIj-pm4qw




Influencer Discovery & Management

Courtesy of Squad Digital



Influencer Intelligence Tools

“We are a powerful data intelligence 
tool that combines the knowledge 
and insights you need to deliver a 
successful celebrity and influencer 
marketing strategy.”



Data-Driven Marketing

Data-driven marketing is the strategy of using customer information for optimal and targeted media buying and 
creative messaging. This is one of the most transformational changes in digital advertising that has every 
occurred.

Maximum sales from minimum customers, i.e., the customers who tend to buy will be focused on to increase their 
spend basket. This focus will be driven by personalized marketing campaigns. 



Depending on the media channel, you can 
either:

Combine creative & data into a 
dynamic creative unit which operates 
independently of the media.

Combine creative, data & media within 
the confines of the media platform into 
a campaign that targets

Data-Driven Campaigns



Courtesy of Squad Digital



Volvo Steals The Super Bowl...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZe1rVgT0WE




WHY THE FOCUS ON DATA?

Data boosts media buying by utilizing machine learning technologies and 
advanced algorithms to eliminate guesswork 

Better defining target customers and their personas (demographics, location, 
interests, purchasing habits, etc.) 

Drafting a relevant message as people nowadays are only reacting to 
campaigns that they can identify with.

Manufacturing the best product. Owing to data-driven marketing, product 
failure rates have dropped significantly by accurately filling the market gap 
and answering their specific needs.



Finally We Are Now Here...

DATA

A

OBJECTIVES

AUDIENCE

CONTENTINFLUENCERS

PLATFORMS

DATA-DRIVEN 
STRATEGIES
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